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Introduction 
Russia is a country in Eastern Europe 
and Northern Asia. It is the largest 
country in the world covering over 17 
million square kilometres. The 
population in Russia is estimated to be 
around 146,013,510 this year. The 
capital city of Russia is Moscow known 
for its political opinion and its  spiritual 
connection for 600 years Moscow has 
been the spiritual centre of the Russian 
Orthodox Church.



Traditions in Russia 
There are more than 100 languages that are 
spoken in Russia which makes Russia very 
diverse with many different religions such as 
Russian-orthodox 20%, Muslim 15%, Christians 
2% and many are non believers. With population 
growing in Russia there are many different and 
new traditions such as Ivan kupala Wichita is a 
tradition to celebrate the god of summer fertility 
were people sing and dance around a bomb fire, 
Maslenitsa is a celebration of the dead like a 
funeral but more joyful and entertaining and 
Easter to celebrate the resurrection of Christ.



Lifestyle in Russia
Russia’s landscape or 
environment is mainly broad 
forest, polar desert and snow. 
Some climate issues in Russia 
include water and air pollution, 
radioactive contamination, 
pollution from its space program, 
industrial pollution ,leaks from oil 
and gas pipelines. Some popular 
translation devices in Russia are 
taxi , micro bike, trolley bus and 
tram.



Landmarks in Russia 
One popular landmark in Russia is St 
Basil cathedral it is a orthodox cathedral 
in red square Moscow St Basil cathedral 
is one of the most popular cultural 
symbols of Russia. Catherine palace  is 
considered to be one of the most 
significant gems of Russia. The 
Catherine Palace is a Rococo palace it 
was the summer residence for many. 
Kremlin and red square is located in 
Moscow and is known as the heart of 
Moscow and considered to be the most 
beautiful place in Russia.



Conclusion 
Russia is a country in Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. It is the largest country 
in the world covering over 17 million square kilometres. Russia’s landscape or 
environment is mainly broad forest, polar desert and snow. One popular landmark 
in Russia is St Basil cathedral it is a orthodox cathedral in red square Moscow St 
Basil cathedral is one of the most popular cultural symbols of Russia. Here is just 
a bit of information on Russia.


